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ARTICLE I—RECOGNITION
This Agreement entered into this 1st day of 
July, 1979, by and between the State of 
Hawaii, Board of Education, hereinafter 
. called the “Employer” as defined in Section 
89-2(9), Hawaii Revised Statutes, and the 
Hawaii State Teachers Association, here­
ina fte r called the “Association.”
Pursuant to certification by the Hawaii 
Public Employment Relations Board in 
Case Number 1, the Employer recognizes 
the Association for the purposes of collec­
tive bargaining pursuant to the Hawaii 
» Public Employment Act, as the exclusive 
representative of a unit consisting of teach­
ers and other personnel of the Department 
, of Education under the same salary sched­
ule, pursuant to Section 297-33(d), Hawaii 
Revised Statutes.
EXCLUDING: Part-time teachers (less than 
20 hours per week); Substitute Teachers; 
Adult Education Teachers except those on 
annual contract; Summer School Teachers; 
Summer School Supportive Staff (Coun­
selors, Librarians, etc.); Special Contract 
Teachers (Consultants, Special Projects, 
Workshop Teachers, etc.); ROTC Instruc­
tors, Driver Training and Educational In­
1
structors, Model Cities Teachers, PL-89-10 
Title I (not on regular teachers’ salary 
schedule); Language Arts Lay Readers; 
Non-Teacher Athletic Coaches; Home/ 
Hospital Instruction Teachers, (Hourly or 
part-time less than 20 hours per week);* 
Non-Teachers, Non-Athletic Activities 
Supervisors; Part-time Advisors, PL-89-10 
Title I (Drop-Out Program); Civil Defense* 
Teachers; National Teachers Corps Interns; 
Student Teachers; Vocational Home Eco­
nomics Teachers (Part-time less than 20 
hours per week); Vocational Agriculture 
Teachers (Part-time less than 20 hours 
per week).
It is understood that references to male 
teachers shall include female teachers.
ARTICLE II—NON­
DISCRIMINATION
A. The Employer agrees not to interfere 
with, restrain, or coerce any employee 
of the Employer in the exercise of rights 
guaranteed in HRS 89, including the 
right to refrain from joining or assisting 
any employee organization.
B. The Association agrees to continue to 
admit persons to membership without
2
regard to the basis of race, creed, color, 
national origin, sex or marital status, 
and to represent equally all employees 
without regard to membership or par­
ticipation in or association with the 
activities of any employee organization.
The Association agrees not to interfere 
with, restrain or coerce any employee 
of the Employer in the exercise of rights 
guaranteed in HRS 89, including the 
right to refrain from joining or assisting 
any employee organization. The Asso­
ciation agrees not to encourage any 
other person or organization to inter­
fere, restrain or coerce any employee of 
the Employer in the exercise of rights 
guaranteed in HRS 89, including the 
right to refrain from joining or assisting 
any employee organization.
The Association agrees further to deal 
through its own procedures with any 
member of the Association who inter­
feres, restrains or coerces any employ­
ee of the Employer in the exercise of 
rights guaranteed in HRS 89, including 
the right to refrain from joining or as­
sisting any employee organization.
C. Further, the Employer agrees not to
3
discriminate against any employee of 
Bargaining Unit 5 with regard to race, 
creed, color, national origin, sex or 
marital status or any other way as pro­
hibited by law.
ARTICLE III NEGOTIATING RULES
«
A. The size of each negotiating team shall 
be determined by each party to the 
negotiations except as limited by stat­
ute.
B. Either party may, if it so desires, utilize 
the services of outside consultants and * 
call upon professional and lay repre­
sentatives to assist in negotiations.
C. The parties to the negotiations shall 
meet at reasonable times at a mutually 
agreed upon place.
D. When an agenda for negotiations is 
completed and accepted by both par­
ties, no additions may be included un­
less approved by both parties.
E. The length of each meeting shall be 
set at the time the agenda is estab­
lished, however, any meeting may be 
adjourned at the request of either party.
4
F. A caucus may be called by either party 
at any time.
G. The spokesman for each party shall be 
co-chairmen of the meetings.
■H. No verbatim transcripts shall be kept, 
nor recordings made of the meetings. 
Each side may keep notes of the pro-
. ceedings.
I. All items agreed to are agreed to ten­
tatively pending final disposition of all 
items being negotiated.
ARTICLE IV ASSOCIATION 
RIGHTS
A EMPLOYER INFORMATION
In addition to any obligation under 
HRS 89 to furnish information in its 
possession, the Employer will furnish 
such other information in its posses­
sion, in response to reasonable requests 
by the Association which will assist the 
Association in effectively representing 
the teacher in the collective bargaining 
process and in the processing of griev- 
> ances. Any information personal in na­
ture and confidential to any particular 
teacher and which the Employer is not
5
obligated to furnish under HRS 89 may 
not be disclosed by the Employer un­
less written prior approval of the indi­
vidual concerned has been given. The 
Employer need not perform compilation 
of facts or information for the purpose- 
of responding to such Association re­
quests.
However, in the event that the Employer' 
does agree to compile facts or informa­
tion in response to an Association re­
quest, the Association shall pay all 
extra costs incurred as a result of such 
compilation including, but not limited 
to, labor, printing, duplicating, and dis- * 
tribution costs.
The Superintendent or his designated 
representative shall prepare a list of » 
informational items which may be giv­
en, upon request, to an Association 
UniServ Representative by a district 
superintendent and/or principal. The 
list of informational items may be up­
dated periodically. 1
B FIELD REPRESENTATIVES
Field representatives of the Association 
will be permitted to transact official 
Association business with individual
6
teachers on school property at reason­
able times, provided permission is se­
cured from the principal or his designee.
Permission will be granted provided 
such entry does not interfere with 
teachers while teaching or on duty 
supervising students. The Association 
representative seeking entry need not 
disclose the nature of his business 
other than the fact that it is official 
Association business.
The Association will furnish in writing 
to the Superintendent a list of author­
ized field representatives and maintain 
its currency.
C. EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES
The Association school representative 
shall be granted, upon request when 
not otherwise in use, the reasonable 
use of the school dry photocopier, du­
plicating machines, and all types of 
audio-visual equipment. Such equip­
ment shall not be removed from the 
school premises by the Association 
representatives and shall be for intra­
school communication use only. The 
Association will reimburse the Employ­
er for any school materials and supplies
7
used, including such items as projector 
bulbs, and will pay a rental charge, if 
applicable, for the use of the equip­
ment. The faculty association in each 
school may hold meetings in each 
school. The Association shall pay for 
any custodial costs incurred for such 
meetings if such custodial services are 
provided beyond the custodian’s nor-* 
mal work day.
The Association shall be entitled to the 
use of school equipment and facilities 
under the same terms and conditions 
as other Type 3 organizations as set 
forth in Rule 6, with the exception that 
the Association shall pay for any cus­
todial costs incurred for such meetings 
only if such custodial services are pro­
vided beyond the custodian’s normal 
work day.
D. BULLETIN BOARD
The Association shall be assigned a 3 
by 4 foot space on the bulletin boards in 
the Department of Education district 
offices for use exclusively by the 
Association.
The Association shall have in each 
school where bulletin board space ex­
8
ists the exclusive use of the staff bulletin 
board which shall be at least 3 *4  feet 
in area. The bulletin board shall be lo­
cated in the most convenient and rea­
sonable place as mutually determined 
by the Association school representa­
tive and the school administrator. In the 
event a mutual agreement is not 
reached, the principal shall make the 
final determination.
E USE OF MAIL BOXES AND 
BULLETIN BOARDS
The Association shall have the right to 
use school mail boxes.
Items that may be placed upon said 
bulletin boards shall be restricted to:
I) Meeting notices, 2) Notices of social 
and/or recreational events, 3) Elections 
and appointments, 4) Association ser­
vices, 5) Progress reports on commis­
sions and committees, 6) Association 
legislative progams, 7) News clippings,
8) Messages from officers and/or 
boards, 9) Social messages, e.g., Christ­
mas greetings, 10) Directories, i.e., 
names and numbers to call for services,
II)  Names of building representatives 
and UniServ representatives, 12) In-
9
formation on Association organization- 
tional structure, 13) Affiliate and/or 
cooperating organizational notices, 
14) Community service notices.
The District Superintendent shall have, 
removed from mail boxes (except U.S. 
mail) and bulletin boards any material 
that is abusive or libelous, or any ma­
terial in violation of Regulation 5510' 
in effect on the execution date of this 
agreement.
F. ORIENTATION
In any orientation program for new 
teachers the Employer shall announce 
and inform new teachers that the Asso­
ciation is the exclusive representative 
of all members in the bargaining unit * 
and that the Association will explain the 
services available to the teachers after 
the conclusion of the orientation pro­
gram.
G. EXCLUSIVITY
The rights and privileges of the Associa­
tion as the exclusive collective bargain­
ing representative and the rights and 
privileges accorded to the Association 
in this Agreement shall not be granted
10
or extended to any competing labor 
organization for the duration of this 
Agreement except as directed by the 
Hawaii Public Employment Relations 
Board, court decision or order, or ap­
plicable statute.
H. BOARD OF EDUCATION
* The Association shall receive three (3) 
copies of the official agenda at least 24 
hours prior to each regularly scheduled 
Board of Education meeting.
The Association shall receive three (3) 
copies of the approved minutes at the 
same time they are made available to 
Board of Education members, but in no 
case more than one month from the 
date of approval.
The Association may request items be 
placed on regular Board of Education 
meetings agendas in accordance with 
rules governing the conduct of the 
meeting. A designated representative 
of the Association may speak on any 
issue before the Board of Education 
before a vote is taken in accordance 
with the rules governing the conduct of 
the meeting.
The Board of Education or its desig-
11
nee(s) shall make every reasonable 
effort to consult and confer with repre­
sentatives of the Association prior to 
effecting changes in any policy or reg­
ulation affecting bargaining unit em­
ployee relations.
I SCHOOL FACULTY HANDBOOK
A copy of the school faculty handbook; 
when available, will be provided to each 
Association school representative at 
that school. Association school repre­
sentatives wil I be provided the opportu­
nity to examine the final draft copies of 
such handbooks prior to their being • 
printed in final form.
A copy of each school faculty hand­
book, where available, shall be given to ' 
the appropriate Association UniServ 
staff member.
J. SCHOOL FACULTY MEETING
The Association shall be granted no 
less than fifteen (15) minutes immedi­
ately after the conclusion of a faculty 
meeting to present such items as deter­
mined by the Association school repre­
sentative. This time may or may not be 
within the teachers’ work day.
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In addition, the Association school rep­
resentative or teacher may request that 
items concerning educational issues be 
placed on the agenda of faculty meet­
ings. The principal shall consider such 
requests as time allows. The principal 
will attempt to schedule in the faculty 
meetings, those items which he feels 
are relevant and appropriate.
K PERSONNEL PACKET
The Association shall have the right to 
place a letter only in the personnel pac­
ket to all new teachers. This letter shall 
inform said teachers of the services of 
the Association that the Association is 
the exclusive bargaining agent for all 
public school teachers in the State of 
Hawaii. The packet shall contain a 
copy of this agreement.
L ASSOCIATION BUILDING MEETING
Association Building Meetings may 
begin after the completion of the teach­
ers’ work day.
M ASSOCIATION SCHOOL 
REPRESENTATIVE
The Association will furnish in writing 
to the Superintendent a list of the auth­
13
orized school representatives in each 
school where a representative has been 
appointed and maintain its currency.
N. ASSOCIATION PRESIDENT
Any bargaining unit member elected to" 
the position of President of the Asso­
ciation, if taken out on leave without 
pay, shall continue to enjoy the Em-- 
ployer’s contribution to his medical, 
dental, and life insurance programs, and 
shall accrue Department of Education 
service credit for the leave period. The , 
President of the Association will main­
tain a guarantee to his/her school as • 
entitled for such time as he/she is on 
leave and/or one (1) leave extension 
while serving as President of the As- . | 
sociation.
ARTICLE V GRIEVANCE 
PROCEDURE
A. Definition. Any claim by the Associa­
tion or a teacher that there has been a 
violation, misinterpretation or misappli­
cation of a specific term or terms of this 
Agreement shall be a grievance.
Grieving Party. Only teachers covered 
hereunder, or their certified bargaining
14
representative, shall have the right to 
institute and process grievances under 
this Article.
B. Time Limits. All limits herein shall con­
sist of school days, Monday through 
Friday, except that when a grievance is 
submitted on or after June 1, time limits 
shall consist of all week days, Monday 
through Friday, so that matters may be 
resolved before the close of the school 
term or as soon as possible thereafter. 
The number of days indicated at each 
level should be considered a maximum, 
and every effort should be made to ex­
pedite the process. There shall be no 
obligation by the Employer to consider 
any grievance not filed or appealed in 
a timely manner.
In the event that the Employer pro­
cesses a complaint hereunder which 
may not be properly defined as a griev­
ance as set forth herein, it shall not be 
stopped from rejecting such complaint 
on that basis at a later date, except as 
provided in Section E-7, or refusing to 
process the complaint further provided 
that such disputes shall be provided 
under Section E-5.
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C. Association Representation. Upon se­
lection and certification by the Asso­
ciation, the Board shall recognize an 
Association grievance representative 
in each school on the following ratio: 
one (1) Association grievance repre­
sentative for each school with up 
through one hundred (100) members 
of the bargaining unit; two (2) Associa­
tion grievance representatives for 
schools with over one hundred (100) 
members of the bargaining unit.
An individual teacher of the bargaining 
unit may present a grievance at any 
time to the Employer and have the 
grievance heard without intervention 
of the Association; provided that the 
Association is afforded the opportunity 
to be present at such conferences and 
that any adjustment made shall not be 
inconsistent with the terms of this 
Agreement.
Insofar as possible, grievance investi­
gation and handling will not interfere 
with classroom instruction. However, 
for grievance hearings beyond the 
school level, grievance representatives, 
individual grievants and other neces­
sary parties in interest who are bargain­
16
ing unit personnel shall be given release 
time during the day without loss of pay 
or benefits to attend such hearings if 
held during the work day.
Grievance hearings beyond the school 
day shall be held at times mutually con­
venient for the Employer and the 
grievant.
The Association will furnish in writing 
to the Superintendent a list of autho­
rized Association grievance represen­
tative^) in each school and maintain 
its currency.
D. Informal Discussion. Any teacher or 
the Association, in cases of an Associa­
tion grievance, may institute a griev­
ance by notifying the principal of such 
and shall meet with the principal on an 
informal basis for the purpose of dis­
cussing and attempting to settle the 
matter. When requested by the teacher, 
the Association grievance representa­
tive may intervene to assist.
Step 1. a) If the matter is not settled on 
an informal basis in a manner satisfac­
tory to the teacher involved, then the 
teacher, or the certified bargaining rep­
resentative may institute a formal griev­
17
ance by setting forth in writing on the 
form set forth in Appendix II, the nature 
of the complaint, the specific term or 
provision of the Agreement allegedly 
violated and the remedy sought.
The grievance must be presented to the 
principal in writing within ten (10) days 
after the occurrence of the alleged vio­
lation, or if it concerns an alleged con-' 
tinuing violation, then it must be filed 
within ten (10) days after the alleged 
violation first became known or should 
have become known to the teacher 
involved.
The principal may hold a hearing for 
the purpose of obtaining evidence per­
taining to the grievance. His decision 
will be in writing and delivered to the 
grieving party within five (5) days of the 
receipt of the grievance.
Step 2. If the answer to the grievance in 
Step 1 is not delivered within five (5) 
days or does not satisfactorily resolve 
the matter, then the grieving party in 
Step 1 may appeal such answer, or any 
part thereof, by filing the grievance with 
the District Superintendent or his des­
ignated representative within five (5)
18
days after the receipt or non-receipt of 
the answer in Step 1.
The grievance must be set forth in writ­
ing on a form set forth in Appendix II, 
and specifically state which portion of 
the answer to the grievance in Step 1 is 
being appealed and the remedy sought.
The District Superintendent or his rep­
resentative may conduct a grievance 
hearing.
The District Superintendent’s or his 
representative’s answer to the griev­
ance shall be in writing and delivered to 
the grieving party within five (5) days of 
the receipt of the grievance.
Step 3. a) If the answer to the grievance 
in Step 2 is not delivered within five (5) 
days or does not satisfactorily resolve 
the matter, then the grieving party in 
Step 2 may appeal such answer, or any 
part thereof, by filing the grievance with 
the State Superintendent or his desig­
nated representative within five (5) days 
after the receipt or non-receipt of the 
answer in Step 2. The Superintendent 
or his designated representative shall 
hold a hearing within five (5) days.
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b) The grievance must be set forth in 
writing on a form set forth in Appendix 
II, and specifically state which portion 
of the answer to the grievance in Step 2 
is being appealed and the remedy 
sought.
c) The State Superintendent’s or his 
representative’s answer to the griev­
ance shall be in writing and delivered to ' 
the grieving party within five (5) days 
after the hearing.
E. Arbitration. If a claim by the Association 
or teacher that there has been a viola­
tion, misinterpretation or misapplica­
tion of this Agreement is not satisfac­
torily resolved at Step 3, the Association . 
may present a request for arbitration of 
the grievance within ten (10) days after 
receipt of the answer at Step 3.
1. Representatives of the parties shall 
immediately thereafter attempt to 
select an arbitrator. If the parties 
have not appointed an arbitrator 
within two (2) weeks from the receipt 
of the request for arbitration the par­
ties will request that the Hawaii Pub­
lic Employment Relations Board
20
provide five (5) names from the reg­
ister of arbitrators.
The arbitrator shall be chosen by the 
parties by alternately striking one (1) 
name at a time from the list. The first 
party to scratch a name shall be de­
termined by lot. The Arbitrator whose 
name remains on the list shall serve 
for that case.
By mutual agreement, the parties 
may select a permanent umpire to 
serve on all cases.
2. In making his decision on a case, the 
arbitrator shall not have the authority 
to consider any facts not in evidence, 
nor shall he add to, subtract from, 
delete or in any way amend or mod­
ify any term or condition of the col­
lective bargaining agreement. The 
arbitrator’s decision shall be in writ­
ing and shall contain the rationale 
supporting the decision. The deci­
sion will be final and binding on the 
parties.
3. The voluntary labor arbitration rules 
of the American Arbitration Asso­
ciation as amended and in effect 
January 1, 1970, shall apply to the
21
proceedings except as otherwise 
provided herein or as otherwise 
amended by mutual agreement.
4. The fees and expenses of the arbi­
trator shall be shared equally by the 
Employer and the Association, in­
cluding the cost of the arbitrator’s 
transcript if one is requested by the 
arbitrator. Each party will pay the 
cost of presenting its own case.
5. If the Employer disputes the arbitra­
bility of any grievance submitted to 
arbitration, the arbitrator shall first 
determine the question of arbitrabil­
ity. If he finds that it is not arbitrable, ' 
the grievance shall be referred back 
to the parties without decision or 
recommendation on its merits.
6. When the arbitrator finds that any 
disciplinary action was improper, 
the action may be set aside, reduced 
or otherwise modified by the arbitra­
tor. The arbitrator may award back 
pay to compensate the teacher whol­
ly or partially for any salary lost. 
Such back pay award shall be offset 
by all other compensation received 
by the grievant(s) including but not
22
limited to unemployment compen­
sation or wages.
7. The parties shall not have the right to 
present different allegations, facts, 
evidence and arguments in arbitra­
tion than those presented to the State 
Superintendent or his designee at 
the Step 3 hearing.
F. The Employer acknowledges the right 
of the Association's grievance repre­
sentative to represent any grievant at 
any level if so requested by the griev­
ant.
G. The parties by mutual written agree­
ment may waive Steps 1,2, and 3 of the 
Grievance Procedure and proceed with 
arbitration.
H. No reprisals of any kind will betaken by 
the Employer or the school administra­
tion against any teacher because of his 
participation in this Grievance Pro­
cedure.
I. All documents, communications and 
records dealing with the processing of 
a grievance will be filed separately from 
the personnel files of the participants.
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J. The Employer has the right to suspend, 
demote, discharge, or take other disci­
plinary action against a teacher for 
proper cause.
K. Disciplinary action taken against any 
teacher shall be for proper cause and 
shall be subject to the Grievance Pro­
cedure.
ARTICLE VI TEACHING
CONDITIONS AND HOURS
A. CLASS SIZE COMMITTEE
1. A joint class size committee shall be . 
established within four (4) weeks 
after the execution date of this Agree­
ment. The committee shall consist of 
two (2) representatives appointed by’ 
the Employer and two (2) represen­
tatives appointed by the Association.
Alternates or replacements of com­
mittee members shall be the sole 
prerogative of the party involved. No 
decision of the committee shall be 
binding if one or more of the commit­
tee members is not present when the 
decision is made. Further, the com­
mittee is authorized to hear and in-
24
vestigate complaints regarding class 
size and make recommendations to 
the Superintendent regarding such 
complaints.
2. The Employer agrees to maintain the 
average statewide class size ratio 
of 26.15.
3. For position allocation purposes, 
special education students, with the 
exception of those in self-contained 
classes, shall be counted as both 
regular students and special educa­
tion students.
For position allocation purposes, 
special education students in inte­
grated self-contained classes shall 
be counted as one-half of regular 
students and as full count of special 
education students.
4. It is recognized in fulfilling the obli­
gations set forth in this Article that 
bargaining unit positions allocated 
for each of the school years 1979-80 
and 1980-81 shall not be reduced to 
implement said Article, except as 
provided for by statutes.
5. The committee established in Sec-
25
tion A-1 above shall have author­
ity to recommend to the Super­
intendent specific changes to be 
made to accomplish its objectives. 
The Superintendent shall implement 
the recommendations in each case 
as soon as possible.
6. In the event that a majority vote on a 
decision of the committee is not 
forthcoming within ten (10) days 
after consideration of the issue, the 
Association may have the matter 
submitted to Ted T. Tsukiyama, who 
has been selected by the parties as 
the arbitrator. His decision shall be - 
final and binding on both parties. 
The arbitration will be conducted in 
accordance with the rules pertaining, 
to American Arbitration Association 
arbitration procedure and the shar­
ing of arbitration fees by the parties 
as set forth in Article V, Sections E-3 
and E-4 of this Agreement.
7. The Employer will furnish all rele­
vant information requested by the 
committee.
B. LESSON PLANS
Teachers responsible for the instruc-
26
tion of students shall prepare legibly 
written or typewritten lesson plans, the 
form and content of which will remain 
discretionary with the teacher. Lesson 
plans will be made available to the prin- 
" cipal upon request. There will be no 
requirement of a regular and periodic 
* submission of lesson plans.
A teacher absent five (5) days or less 
shall make lesson plans available to the 
substitute(s). Such plans shall contain 
basic information with which the sub­
stitute^) can conduct the class(es). 
After the fifth day the teacher, following 
notification to the school administrator, 
may have the substitute(s) prepare 
subsequent lesson plans during the 
period of the absence.
C. SIGN IN
A teacher may be required to check in 
by initialing to indicate presence.
. D. WORK TIME
1. Regular Work Day
The regular work day shall be de- 
. fined as the amount of time per day
that bargaining unit members shall 
be required to be present at their as-
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signed place of work during such 
day as determined by the Employer.
The regular work day shall consist 
of seven (7) hours.
2. Flexible Work Time
a. Bargaining unit members may be 
required to participate in in- ‘ 
service training, school program 
planning and assessment, or prin- 
cipal/teacher evaluation confer­
ences beyond the regular work 
day through the use of a flexible 
work time schedule.
b. The Employer may modify the * 
regular work day w ithin any 
scheduled quarterly cycle pro­
vided the total number of required 
work hours in the scheduled quar­
terly cycle does not exceed seven 
(7) times (*) the number of work­
ing days in the cycle.
c. The flexible work time within a 
scheduled quarterly cycle shall * 
be administered as follows:
1) Multiples of fifteen-m inute 
blocks of time up to ninety (90) , 
minutes contiguous to the reg­
ular work day may be added.
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2) In no event shall aflexiblework 
day extend beyond 4:30 p.m.
3) A preparation period shall not 
be used by the Employer in the 
implementation of the flexible 
work time schedule, or the ac­
tivities listed in 2(a) above, 
unless employee initiated.
* 4) In exchange for the flexible
work time, the bargaining unit 
members shall be granted an 
equivalent amount of early re­
lease time within the same 
quarterly cycle during the time 
normally scheduled for faculty 
meetings.
d. This section shall be adminis­
tered exclusive of the provisions 
contained in Article VI, AA, School 
Related Activities.
E CONSECUTIVE INSTRUCTIONAL 
TIME
Teachers shall not be required to teach 
more than 180 consecutive minutes 
without a break or lunch or recess.
A break or recess of not less than fifteen 
(15) minutes in length shall be pro­
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vided. This break or recess shall be 
duty-free except for the period when 
teachers are assigned supervision of 
students on a rotation basis, with the 
understanding that no less than five (5) 
minutes of a break is accorded the 
teacher-on-duty as personal time.
F SUBJECT MATTER AND 
GRADE LEVEL
Teachers in an intermediate or senior 
high school with an enrollment of more 
than five hundred (500) shall not be re­
quired to teach in more than two (2) 
subject matter fields as set forth in . 
Regulation 5302 and not more than two 
(2) academic levels. Academic level 
shall be defined as grade level.
Exceptions may be made for multi-level 
courses which are open to more than 
one grade level or in special teaching 
programs. The assignment of teachers 
shall be in conformance with Article VII.
In determining individual teaching pro­
grams, principals will consult and con­
fer with members within the depart­
ment and/or grade levels in intermediate 
and/or high schools in conformance 
with this section.
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In event of unusual circumstances 
which require deviations from this sec­
tion, the Association and Employer may 
examine the situation and mutually 
agree to the exception.
G. OPEN SUPPLY ROOMS
Open supply rooms shall exist in each 
. school where feasible.
H. EQUIPMENT
1. The Employer within budgeting lim­
itations shall provide teachers with 
desks which have lockable drawer 
space.
2. Chalkboard space in classrooms 
shall conform within reasonable con­
fines with State Educational Speci­
fications.
3. The Employer shall provide to each 
teacher a copy of all texts used in 
each of the courses he is to teach.
4. The Employer shall provide gym 
uniforms and tank suits for physical 
education teachers, smocks for art 
and home economics teachers, lab 
coats for laboratory science teach­
ers, shop coats for vocational and
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industrial arts teachers. Laundering 
shall be the responsibility of the 
teachers.
5. The Employer within budgeting and - 
space limitations shall provide each 
teacher with closet space to store 
personal articles.
I. PARKING
Parking facilities shall be provided for 
teacher use where parking facilities 
exist.
Priority in parking shall be given to 
teachers over students.
J. SPECIFICATIONS
The Association shall have the right to * 
consult with the Employer concerning 
the specifications of proposed school­
rooms and facilities as contained in 
State Educational Specifications.
K. CAMPUS LEAVE
After signing out (indicating purpose 
and destination), a bargaining unit 
member may leave the campus or work - 
site during any period of time he/she is 
not teaching, supervising students, or
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scheduled for other activities to attend 
to necessary work-related activities.
A bargaining unit member may leave 
the campus during his/her duty-free 
lunch period.
L PREPARATION EQUIPMENT
There shall be available in each school, 
within budgeting limitations, adequate 
typing, duplicating, stencil, and mimeo­
graph facilities to aid teachers in the 
preparation of instructional material.
M TRAVELING TEACHERS
Schedules of teachers who are as­
signed to more than one school shall 
be arranged so that no teacher shall be 
required to engage in an unreasonable 
amount of inter-school travel.
Bargaining unit members who may be 
required to use their automobiles in the 
performance of their duties and bar­
gaining unit members who are assigned 
more than one school per day shall be 
reimbursed for such travel at the rate of 
eighteen cents (18<P) per mile for the 
first six hundred (600) miles per month 
and twelve cents (12<t) per mile there-
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after for all driving done between arrival 
at his first school at the beginning of his 
work day and departure from his base 
school at the end of the work day. How­
ever, if the distance from the bargaining ' 
unit member’s home to his first location 
or from the bargaining unit member’s 
last location to his home is greater than . 
the distance between the bargaining 
unit member’s home and his base 
school, he shall be reimbursed for the 
difference at the prevailing rate.
The administration shall designate a 
traveling teacher’s base school. When­
ever practical and where space is avail- - 
able, the base school shall be one of the 
teacher’s assigned schools which is 
closest to his home as of the first day o f . 
the school year.
Teachers required in the course of their 
work to drive their personal automobile 
from one school to another shall be 
reimbursed at the prevailing rate. The 
same allowance shall be given for the 
use of personal cars for official busi­
ness of the district as designated by the 
district superintendent.
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N. SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS
Bargaining unit personnel shall not be 
required to substitute nor be responsi­
ble for classes or students from classes 
of other absent bargaining unit per­
sonnel.
Counselors, librarians, registrars and 
other special service personnel may 
have the option of requesting a quali­
fied substitute.
A substitute teacher may be authorized 
on a conditional basis by the District 
Superintendent or his designee when a 
classroom teacher is on a field trip, an 
athletic coaching assignment, or a Visi­
tation Day. The teacher(s) who spon­
sors, teaches or supervises the student 
group on an approved activity shall be 
considered the primary chaperone(s). 
The primary chaperone(s) shall have 
first priority in receiving a substitute 
under the existing guidelines.
O. COLLECTION OF MONIES
Teachers shall not be required to col­
lect monies for any school or commu­
nity activity except for activities initiated 
by teachers.
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P. FUND RAISING
Teacher participation in school and 
community fund raising projects shall 
be voluntary.
Q. RESPONSIBILITY FOR 
MONIES COLLECTED
Monies collected for classroom proj­
ects, field trips, etc., shall be turned in' 
to the office prior to 11:00 a.m. when­
ever possible in order to meet the 
armored car pickup schedule. Those 
teachers collecting monies in classes 
which meet after 11:00 a.m. and who 
cannot collect monies prior to the * 
armored car pickup schedule may turn 
such monies in to the administration 
office. A teacher who has adhered to • 
the procedure outlined above shall not 
be required to keep school money in 
his classroom, on his person, or at his 
home overnight.
R. EVALUATION OF STUDENT
A teacher’s evaluation of a student shall 
not be changed. In addition to the 
teacher’s evaluation, it is recognized * 
that administrators may make a sep­
arate evaluation of a student.
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S CLASSROOM INTERRUPTIONS
Classroom interruptions shall be mini­
mized.
The Employer shall make reasonable 
effort to eliminate excessive noise- 
producing activities during the school 
day. Assistance of other agencies may 
be sought if necessary to eliminate 
noise-producing activities.
T STUDENT MEDICATION
Teachers shall not administer student 
medication.
U CLEANING OF BUILDINGS
The Employer shall be responsible for 
the maintenance and cleanliness of the 
campus, classrooms and offices.
V CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION
Counselors, psychological examiners, 
or outreach counselors shall not be 
required to divulge confidential infor­
mation.
W. SPECIAL SERVICE PERSONNEL
Special Service Personnel shall have 
the right to confer with the professional
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staff of any assigned school with the 
approval of the administrator of the 
school. Such approval shall not be un­
reasonably denied.
X. PREPARATION PERIODS
1. Classroom teachers shall have one 
daily preparation period scheduled 
by the Employer during the teacher’s* 
regular work day. A preparation pe­
riod shall consist of a continuous 
block of time of not less than forty 
(40) minutes. However, in cases 
where the scheduled single prepara­
tion period exceeds forty (40) min- - 
utes, the excess minutes shall be 
considered preparation time. Prep­
aration periods, if scheduled at the . 
end of the day, may be more than 
forty (40) minutes if scheduling 
allows.
2. A preparation period shall be for the 
pursuit of personally initiated school . 
tasks in preparing for instruction, 
evaluating students and performing 
other instructional related activities.
A preparation period shall not be - 
used for personal or Association 
business or activities.
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3. A teacher in an intermediate or senior 
high school with an enrollment of 
500 or less may be granted additional 
preparation time if the teacher has 
more than two (2) academic levels 
and two (2) subject matter fields as 
provided in Article Vl-F, subject to 
the approval of the District Super­
intendent.
Y DUTY-FREE LUNCH PERIOD
Teachers shall be provided with a duty­
free lunch period of no less than thirty 
(30) minutes. The remaining time in 
excess of any single thirty (30) minute 
lunch period shall also be duty-free ex­
cept when the teachers are assigned 
campus and/or playground supervision 
of students on a rotating basis.
Z NON-PROFESSIONAL DUTIES
It is acknowledged by the parties that 
the primary duty and responsibility of 
the teacher is to teach and that the 
organization of the school and the 
school day should be directed toward 
insuring that the energy of the teacher 
is primarily utilized to this end.
The Employer will make every reason-
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able effort to relieve teachers of per­
forming non-professional duties by 
providing, wherever possible, supple­
mentary assistance as funds and per­
sonnel become available.
The non-professional chores con­
nected with lunch duty, custodial du­
ties, and supervision of students per­
form ing custodial duties shall be 
eliminated from the teachers’ job re­
sponsibilities. In addition, teachers 
without preparation periods shall not 
have yard duty.
Further, no member of the bargaining 
unit shall be required to balance or 
maintain daily registers, collect lunch 
money, or inspect bathrooms on any 
scheduled basis. However, teachers 
shall be responsible for maintaining 
accurate attendance records for stu­
dents in their classes. The principal may 
schedule teachers on a rotation basis 
to supervise students outside of the 
classroom. Teachers who assume fre­
quent school related activities, wherever 
possible, shall be given relief from non­
professional duties.
A joint committee on non-professional
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duties and school related activities shall 
be established within four (4) weeks 
after the execution date of this Agree­
ment. The committee shall consist of 
two (2) representatives appointed by 
the Employer and two (2) representa­
tives appointed by the Association.
Alternates or replacements of commit-
. tee members shall be the sole preroga­
tive of the party involved. No decision 
of the committee shall be binding if one 
or more of the committee members is 
not present when the decision is made. 
Further, the committee is authorized to 
hear and investigate complaints re­
garding non-professional duties and 
school related activities and make rec­
ommendations to the Superintendent 
regarding such complaints.
This committee shall have the authority 
to recommend to the Superintendent 
specific changes to be made to accom­
plish its objectives.
AA. SCHOOL RELATED ACTIVITIES
The parties recognize that teachers as 
a part of their professional obligations 
must devote considerable time outside 
of school hours to prepare for instruc-
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tion. The parties recognize further that 
in addition to such professional obliga­
tions teachers have a supplemental 
professional obligation to participate in 
a reasonable amount of school related . 
activities.
Teacher assignments to school related 
activities beyond the school day shall - 
be on a voluntary basis. If sufficient voF 
unteers are not available to cover such 
school related activities, the principal 
shall attempt to assign such work on a 
fair and equitable basis but with proper 
regard to job and skill requirements. 
Such assignments shall not be made as 
rewards or penalties. Furthermore, as- 
signments will not be made if such work 
impairs a teacher’s health or safety or 
causes undue personal hardship. As-' 
signments will be made as far in ad­
vance as possible under the circum­
stances.
The Association Policy Committee will 
be allowed to meet with the school 1 
administrator for the purpose of review­
ing and discussing an approved list of 
student activities, a procedure for ap­
proving new student activities, a calen­
dar of student activities, and criteria for
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teacher participation in student ac­
tivities.
Further, a school’s program shall pro­
vide for:
1. the performance of school related 
activities where possible within the 
school day
2. release of teachers wherever possi­
ble during their non-instructional 
time before the end of the school day 
on the day(s) when assuming as­
signed or voluntary duties which re­
quire activity after the work day
3. the relief from non-professional du­
ties for teachers wherever possible 
who assume frequent, school related 
activity requirements
4. the early release of students for 
parent-teacher conferences as pro­
vided for in the School Code.
Alleged violations of this provision con­
cerning school related activities beyond 
the school day shall be subject to the 
Grievance Procedure provided for in 
this Agreement. However, complaints 
regarding inequitable assignments of 
school related activities shall first be
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referred to the joint committee estab­
lished in Article VI, Section Z.
School related activities for the purpose 
of this section shall mean parent-teach­
er conferences, advising student clubs 
and supervising student activities.
BB TEACHER-IN-CHARGE
No teacher shall be assigned responsi­
bility for supervising or administering 
any school. However, in an emergency, 
or in those schools not large enough to 
have a fulltime principal, or in a school 
without a vice principal when the prin­
cipal is absent, a teacher may be desig­
nated as the teacher-in-charge of the 
school and be paid a differential of eight 
percent (8%) above the teacher’s base, 
salary for the period designated.
The Employer shall make every effort 
to reduce the frequency of assigning 
teac hers- i n-c harge.
CC WORK TIME DISTRIBUTION, 
WEEKLY TOTALS, WITHIN THE 
7 HOUR DAY, 5 DAY WEEK
1. Self-Contained Classes
a. Fourteen hundred fifteen (1415)
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minutes of instructional time per 
work week.
b. Two hundred (200) minutes of 
preparation time per work week 
in blocks of not less than forty 
(40) continuous minutes during 
the teachers’ regular work day, 
except as provided for in Article 
VI, Section X-1.
c. One hundred fifty (150) minutes 
of duty-free lunch periods per 
work week in blocks of not less 
than thirty (30) continuous min­
utes during the teachers' regular 
work day except as provided for 
in Article VI, Section Y.
d. Three hundred thirty-five (335) 
minutes to be used during the 
work week exclusively for:
1) all faculty meetings
2) departmental meetings
3) grade level meetings
4) curriculum meetings
5) passing time
6) opening and closing time
7) recess
8) homeroom
9) scheduled activity periods on 
a voluntary basis
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10) study hall
2. Departmental Classes
a. Twelve hundred eighty-five (1285) 
minutes of instructional time per 
work week.
b. Two hundred (200) minutes of 
preparation time per work week in 
blocks of not less than forty (40) 
continuous minutes during the 
teachers’ regular work day, ex­
cept as provided for in Article VI, 
Section X-1.
c. One hundred fifty (150) minutes 
duty-free lunch periods per work 
week in blocks of not less than 
thirty (30) continuous minutes 
during the teachers’ regular work 
day except as provided for in Arti-' 
cle VI, Section V.
d. Four hundred sixty-five (465) min­
utes to be used during the work 
week exclusively for:
1) all faculty meetings
2) departmental meetings
3) grade level meetings
4) curriculum meetings
5) passing time
6) opening and closing time
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7) recess
8) homeroom
9) scheduled activity periods on 
a voluntary basis
10) study hall
DD WORK LOAD (TEACHING
SCHEDULES)
1. Where present teaching schedules 
provide for five (5) teaching assign­
ments per day, no more than twenty- 
five (25) teaching assignments shall 
be scheduled per week. Where pres­
ent teaching schedules provide for 
six (6) teaching assignments per day, 
no more than thirty (30) teaching 
assignments shall be scheduled per 
week.
2. In both the cases of the five (5) and 
the six (6) teaching assignment 
schedules for teachers, the Employer 
may alter the number of assignments 
in any given work day provided the 
weekly total in the case of the former 
shall not exceed twenty-five (25) as­
signments per week and in the case 
of the latter shall not exceed thirty 
(30) assignments per week, and pro­
vided further that in no case shall the
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instructional time per work week 
exceed the aggregate number of 
minutes provided for in this Agree­
ment.
3. When a school is on a five (5) or six 1 
(6) period teaching assignment and 
the principal desires to change the 
schedule so that it results in a greater i 
number of weekly assignments than 
occurs under a five (5) or six (6) 
period assignment schedule, this 
may be done by agreement with a 
majority of the teachers in that 
school so long as the total instruc­
tional time does not exceed the ag- , 
gregate instructional time provided 
for in this Agreement.
EE NON-INSTRUCTIONAL PERSONNEL
(WORK DAY; RELIEF BREAKS; TIME
FOR WORK RELATED TASKS)
1. The regular work day for non-in- 
structional personnel shall be the 
same work day as for all other mem-  ^
bers of the bargaining unit.
2. The Employer shall provide a duty­
free relief break of twenty (20) m in-, 
utes per day for non-instructional 
personnel.
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3. Non-instructional personnel shall be 
afforded necessary time to indepen­
dently accomplish work related tasks 
that need to be performed during the 
week. Such time shall be mutually 
agreed upon by the employee and 
the principal.
FF. TEACHING TEAMS
Teaching teams shall be formed by 
mutual agreement of team members 
when practical.
ARTICLE VII ASSIGNMENTS 
AND TRANSFERS
For the purpose of this article (Article 
VII) “school” shall mean any Depart­
ment of Education facility where Unit 5 
members are assigned.
A. Assignments and transfers shall be 
governed by the Policy and Procedures 
, of Assignments and Transfers of the 
Department of Education (herein called 
“Procedures") as set forth in the follow­
ing identified documents:
1. Memorandum dated November 22, 
1976 to District Personnel Officers
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re: “Subject: Assignment and Trans­
fer Program.”
2. Memorandum dated November 23, 
1977 to Principals, District Super- , 
intendents and Assistant Superin­
tendents re: “ Instructions for the 
Teacher* Assignment and Transfer 
Program for 1978-79.”
3. Memorandum dated November 23, 
1977 to Teachers re: “Subject: As­
signment and Transfer Program for 
1978-79 (Teachers).”
4. Policy #5100 dated “Amended 8/75” 
re: “Recruitment and Employment - 
Policy.”
5. Regulation #5106 dated "Amended 
8/75” re: “ General Conditions o f 
Recruitment, Selection and Ap­
pointment-Administrative Regu­
lations.”
6. Procedure #5106 dated “Amended 
10/74” re: “ Procedure: Teachers j 
Who have Tenure Requesting Ap­
pointment."
7. Regulation #5107 dated “Amended 1 
10/74” re: “General Conditions of 
Recruitment, Selection and Ap­
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pointment—Administrative Regu­
lation."
8. Regulation #5109 dated “Amended 
10/74” re: “General Conditions of 
Recruitment, Selection and Ap­
pointment-Administrative Regu­
lation.”
9. Staff Reduction Guidelines for 
Certificated Personnel (Teacher 
Types) dated December, 1977 as 
provided by “Memorandum of Un­
derstanding Between State of Ha­
waii, Board of Education and 
Hawaii State Teachers Association 
dated January 6, 1978.”
10. Memorandum dated November 23, 
1977 to Teachers re: “Subject: Per­
manent Exchange Program for 
1978-79 (Teachers).”
B. The foregoing “Procedures” shall be 
implemented, modified and amended 
as follows:
1. Assignments and schedules for the 
following year shall be made by June 
10, and by that date each teacher 
shall be notified of his next year’s 
assignment in writing.
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Unassigned or transferred teachers 
will be given their assignments to 
schools when assigned and be given 
their teaching schedules as soon as 
possible.
In order to notify teachers of their, 
employment and salary status for 
the ensuing school year, teachers 
shall receive their SF-5As no later 
than June 10 or as soon as possible 
after consummation of exchanges, 
transfers and/or new assignments.
All SF-5As for 1977-78 assignments 
shall be accompanied with an ex­
planation of each category on the 
SF-5A. Each school shall maintain a 
supply of explanation sheets for 
teacher use. In addition, new hires, 
shall receive the explanation with 
their initial SF-5A.
For subsequent changes made to 
the SF-5A form, each teacher shall 
receive an amended explanation 
sheet at the appropriate time. Each 
school shall also be provided with 
copies of the amended explanation 
sheet to be on file for teacher use.
2. During the fourth quarter, or earlier,
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of the school year the tentative mas­
ter schedule for the following school 
year shall be posted in an area ac­
cessible to faculty members. Teach­
ers may submit recommendations 
for changes to the school adminis­
trator through the department or 
grade level chairperson, or a teacher 
may submit written recommenda­
tions directly to the school adminis­
trator with a copy to department or 
grade level chairperson. Changes to 
the tentative master schedule before 
June 10 shall be so noted on the 
posted master schedule, as decisions 
for the changes are made. The Em­
ployer shall develop the procedures 
to implement the aforementioned 
provisions. Changes in assignments 
within a school after June 10 shall be 
made for the good of the educational 
program of that school and upon 
consultation with the teacher(s) 
affected.
3. Teachers shall not be assigned nor 
granted a transfer outside the scope 
of their teaching certificate and their 
major or minor field of study, except 
for good reason. However, teachers
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assigned on or before February 29, 
1972 and employed outside the 
scope of their teaching or profes­
sional specialist certificates or their 
major or minor field will be “grand- ' 
fathered” in that specific job category, 
for the duration of that assignment, 
and such teachers subsequently 
applying for transfer to teaching va­
cancies outside the scope of their 
certification or major or minor field 
will be deemed qualified in the job 
category they have been performing, 
namely, librarian, counselor, elemen­
tary teacher or secondary teacher 
spending 50% or more time in the 
assigned subject so long as they 
continue to teach in that category, 
and such status may be considered' 
as part of such teacher’s job qualifi­
cations for the vacancy applied for.
4. A principal or immediate supervisor 
when making assignments or effect­
ing transfers shall consider a teach- 1 
er’s qualifications for performing 
tasks related to the assignment, such 
as, certification; teaching skills; ex­
perience^) and special ability(ies) 
related to the school program; and
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past performance including teacher 
evaluation and prior supervisors’ 
reports.
When two or more teachers apply 
for a vacancy, the Employer shall 
award the position to the teacher 
determined to be the most qualified 
to perform the duties related to that 
vacancy. If it is determined that there 
is no material difference between 
qualifications of the applicants, then 
the Employer shall select or award 
the position to the teacher with the 
greatest length of service with the 
Department. If the applicants are tied 
in the years of state service, the ap­
plicant with the most district seniority 
shall be granted the position. If the 
candidates remain tied in seniority, a 
neutral method such as flipping a 
coin shall be used to select the can­
didate.
Any arbitration of such grievances 
arising during the transfer period 
(February through July) filed under 
this section shall be completed on or 
before August 15 of any school year, 
and the parties shall make every 
good faith effort to complete such
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arbitration prior to said date, to the 
end that no teaching position shall 
remain unfilled at the commence­
ment of each semester. Any other 
grievance arising out of Article VII 
may be filed under and shall be pro- „ 
cessed in accordance with the pro­
cedures set forth in Article V of this 
Agreement.
In addition to the voluntary transfer 
program and to facilitate and en­
courage movement into new work 
assignments by members of the bar­
gaining unit, the Department of Edu­
cation and the Association shall 
maintain a procedure which will 
allow members of the bargaining unit 
to effectuate permanent exchanges - 
with other members of the unit. Dur­
ing the regular transfer period, the 
Department of Education shall post 
in every school a list of each member 
of the bargaining unit requesting a 
permanent exchange, his school, not 
more than three schools or one dis­
trict or one island to which he is 
seeking an exchange. He shall also 
list his grade level and/or area of 
certification, whichever is applicable.
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Such exchanges consummated by 
both parties shall be on a permanent 
basis.
During the regular transfer period, 
bargaining unit members may also 
consummate a one year temporary 
exchange. The Department of Edu­
cation shall develop procedures and 
guidelines for temporary exchanges. 
A temporary exchange may not be 
immediately followed by another 
temporary exchange.
Teachers from three schools may 
consummate a three-way permanent 
exchange in accordance with the 
above mentioned permanent ex­
change procedure.
For teachers presently not in active 
service but who are members of the 
bargaining unit, the Employer shall 
send each via mail a copy of the cur­
rent postings of vacancies and ex­
changes if said employees provide 
the Employer with self-addressed, 
stamped envelopes for that purpose. 
In addition, for all bargaining unit 
members the Employer shall send 
each via mail a copy of the current 
posting of vacancies and exchanges
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during the non-school months if said 
employees provide the Employer 
with self-addressed, stamped enve­
lopes for that purpose.
4
5. With respect to posting of vacancy 
notices during the transfer period, 
the “Procedures” shall be amended 
wherever appropriate and applicable 
in the following manner:
Vacancy notices shall be posted each 
week and each posting shall be for a 
period of 14 calendar days except for 
the final posting period in July, which 
shall end July 31. All applications for 
positions posted on the final posting j| 
period must be postmarked by 
July 31.
In the event that there are no posi­
tions available for transfer at the be­
ginning of the transfer period, the 
employer shall, in the first posting 
period, post notice that the next post­
ing shall occur when position(s) are « 
identified as available for transfer, or 
May 1, whichever is earlier. From that 
point on, the postings shall be on the , 
required weekly basis. The employer 
shall endeavor to identify vacancies
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for transfer as early in the transfer 
period as possible. The term “vacan­
cies" shall refer to and mean “bar­
gaining unit vacancies.”
A list of appointments to all such bar­
gaining unit vacancies shall be made 
available by the District to the As­
sociation upon written request of the 
latter. Other information shall be 
governed by Article IV, Section A.
The school administrator shall ac­
knowledge receipt of application 
form 101b and shall schedule an 
interview. Efforts shall be made to 
schedule all interviews by the third 
working day after the close of that 
posting period or as soon as possi­
ble thereafter.
In all postings of vacancies, limited 
term assignments shall be identified 
as such. The Employer shall, in writ­
ing if requested, explain fully the 
guarantees to which an active ten­
ured teacher applying for a limited 
term assignment has if he accepts 
the limited term assignment.
6. Any position currently filled by a ten­
ured teacher requesting a transfer or
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exchange shall not be filled until that 
teachers is selected to fill the vacant 
position.
7. “Staff Reduction Guidelines forCer- , 
tificated Personnel (TeacherTypes)” 
dated December 1977, shall be 
amended by adding the additional 
paragraphs to read:
For the purposes of staff reduction 
caused by drop in enrollment, re­
turning leave teachers and/or other 
administrative actions requiring 
teachers to be moved from their 
schools in the current or subsequent 
school years, teachers shall be ( 
ranked in their school, district office 
or other administrative unit by ser­
vice time in the Department of Edu­
cation in positions presently reflected 
by the definition of Unit 5. Time as 
an educational officer shall not be 
counted toward service time.
Should there be a tie in the applica- i 
tion of the above procedure, then the 
tied teachers will be ranked by the 
service time in the school or admin­
istrative unit. '
Should there be a further tie, the
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teachers shall be ranked by service 
time within the district.
Should a tie further continue, the 
principal shall use a neutral method 
to break the tie, such as a flip of a 
coin.
Whenever there are staff reduced or 
district unassigned teachers, the 
District shall confer with them to 
explain the method of assigning 
such teachers. A teacher who is staff 
reduced or affected by other admin­
istrative action may submit, if he so 
desires, a preferred list of not more 
than three (3) schools, three (3) geo- 
graphic areas within his district, 
and/or districts to his District Per­
sonnel Officer within seven (7) cal­
endar days. Every reasonable at­
tempt shall be made by the Employer 
to place the teacher in one of his 
preferred areas. This teacher shall 
have priority for a vacant position in 
his area of certification over less 
senior tenured teachers in similar 
situations. The Employer shall de­
velop the procedures to implement 
the aforementioned provisions.
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Positions presently occupied by pro­
bationary teachers shall be made 
available for the voluntary transfer 
period and/or staff reduced teachers. 
Probationary teachers shall be as­
signed to positions after there are no 
qualified tenured teachers for those 
positions. Every reasonable attempt 
shall be made to place the proba­
tionary teachers in their former dis­
trict if they so desire.
In secondary schools, teachers shall 
be ranked in the department by 
length of service in the State of Ha­
waii. Should a staff reduction be 
necessary, the teacher in the depart­
ment with the least number of years 
of service in the State shall be re­
duced. Any teacher so reduced, if 
certified in another area, shall have 
priority of placement over the least 
senior teacher in that department; 
however, a member of the bargaining 
unit shall not displace another mem­
ber of the bargaining unit who has 
more service time in the DOE.
Each administrator, at the beginning 
of the school year, shall generate a 
seniority listing reflecting service
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time in the Department of Education 
and, upon request, shall show any 
member of the bargaining unit where 
he falls on that list.
The Department of Education shall 
also provide to the exclusive repre­
sentative the computer list reflecting 
service time in the Department of 
Education for members of the bar­
gaining unit in each shool or admin­
istrative unit and will provide updated 
lists as they are available.
8. The voluntary transfer period shall 
be from February 28 to July 31 of 
each year. A teacher may indicate on 
the Form 101 his/her preference to 
teach in another subject area/grade 
level, if qualified, in the school in 
which presently assigned. Teachers 
may amend their 101 forms during 
the voluntary transfer period to allow 
for transfers and exchanges.
9. As positions are released, the Em­
ployer shall implement or generate 
appropriate procedures to accom­
modate the specific situations.
C. The “Procedures” hereinabove identi­
fied and as hereinabove amended shall
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also be applicable to assignments and 
transfers for the 1978-79 school year, 
unless otherwise amended by the 
Employer.
In the exercise of its management pre­
rogatives over the subject matter, the 
Employer may make modifications and 
amendments to the foregoing “Proce­
dures” wherever required by new or 
changing conditions or as otherwise 
deemed necessary by the Employer to 
effectuate an assignment and transfer 
procedure in the best interest of the 
school system. Any such modifications 
or amendments shall be completed by 
the Employer prior to the commence­
ment of the assignment and transfer 
program for each school year and not 
later than September 15th of that school 
year. The Employer will give notice to 
the Association of all such modifica­
tions or amendments to the “ Proce­
dures” by transmitting to the Associa­
tion a true and correct copy of the 
modification or amendments. If in the 
opinion of the Association, the modifi­
cations or amendments adversely affect 
or materially impair any substantive 
rights of a teacher(s) as set forth or
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incorporated in Article VII, the Associa­
tion will state its position or objection in 
writing within 10 calendar days from the 
receipt of such modifications or amend­
ments.
The Employer will in good faith bargain 
with the Association on all points or 
objections raised by the Association 
against the modifications or amend­
ments, but the Employer shall not be 
compelled to agree to any point or ob­
jection raised by the Association which 
the Employer in good faith believes 
would interfere with the right of the 
public employer to carry out its assign­
ment and transfer program. If the par­
ties cannot agree that the Association’s 
objections or proposals do not so inter­
fere, and the matter remains in impasse 
for 14 calendar days after the Employ­
er’s receipt of the Association’s objec­
tions, the matter shall be submitted to 
final and binding arbitration in accord­
ance with the procedures set forth in 
Article V-E of this Agreement, provided, 
that (1) no assignment or transfer under 
the “Procedures” as modified and 
amended shall be carried out prior to 
a final and binding arbitration award, 
but (2) all disputes or impasses to be
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resolved by arbitration under this sec­
tion must be completed on or before 
October 22nd of the respective school 
year.
ARTICLE VIM TEACHER 
EVALUATION
The parties recognize the importance and 
value of a procedure for assisting and eval­
uating the progress and success of both 
newly employed and experienced person­
nel. Therefore, to this end, the following 
procedures have been agreed to in an effort 
to accomplish these goals.
A. All formal evaluations of teachers shall 
be in writing. However, all evaluations 
of teachers, formal or otherwise, shall 
be governed by Section E of this Article. 
No teacher shall be required to sign a 
blank or incomplete form. All monitor­
ing or observation of the performance 
of a teacher shall be conducted openly 
and with full knowledge of the teacher. 
The use of eavesdropping, public ad- 
dress-audio systems and similar de­
vices for teacher evaluation shall be 
prohibited.
B. All evaluations shall be pursuant to
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HRS 297-46 and existing Employer 
procedure #5604 and #5604.1 and Per­
sonnel Forms 750 and 751 which were 
in effect on the execution date of this 
Agreement.
C. A teacher shall be given a copy of any 
class visit or evaluation report prepared 
by his evaluator at least the day before 
any conference to discuss it.
D. No teacher shall be adversely evaluated 
without proper cause, but only adverse 
evaluations used as the basis for any 
disciplinary action against a tenured 
teacher shall be subject to the Griev­
ance Procedure.
Any adverse evaluation used as the 
basis for any disciplinary action against 
a probationary teacher shall be subject 
to the Grievance Procedure up to but 
not including arbitration, except non­
renewal of probationary contract shall 
be at the discretion of the Employer and 
shall not be subject to the Grievance 
Procedure. However, a probationary 
teacher whose contract is not to be re­
newed shall be given an opportunity 
for a hearing with the principal and with 
an Association representative present
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if desired by the teacher, prior to the 
principal’s recommendation of non­
renewal.
E. No material derogatory to a teacher’s 
conduct, service, character or person­
ality shall be placed in his personnel file 
unless the teacher has had an oppor­
tunity to review such material and an 
opportunity to affix his signature to the 
copy to be filed, with the express under­
standing that such signature in no way 
indicates agreement with the contents 
thereof. The teacher shall also have the 
right to submit a written answer to such 
material, and his answer shall be re­
viewed by the Superintendent or his 
designee and attached to the file copy. 
Derogatory material which a teacher 
has not been given an opportunity to 
review shall not be used in any pro­
ceeding against him.
All derogatory material in a teacher’s 
personnel file shall be destroyed after 
two (2) years, unless his superior makes 
a determination of the current validity 
of such material. If the superior deter­
mines that the material is valid cur­
rently, it may remain in the file for an­
other year and again reviewed. Any
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derogatory material more than five (5) 
years old shall be destroyed.
ARTICLE IX FACULTY 
GOVERNANCE
A. In each school, an Association Policy 
Committee will be recognized by the 
Employer. This committee may consist 
of not more than three (3) bargaining 
unit members from that school. For a 
school with more than fifty (50) bar­
gaining unit members on the faculty, 
this committee may consist of not more 
than five (5) members from that school.
The principal will meet and discuss with 
the committee such topics as the fol­
lowing: excursion procedures, student 
rules, activity policies, monitors, extra­
curricular policies, intra-school com­
munications, school forms, fund raising 
projects and matters which may be sub­
ject to discussion under HRS 89-9(c).
Meetings and committee activities will 
be conducted in such a manner that 
they will not interfere with classroom 
instruction.
B. A State Faculty Committee shall be
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established composed of three (3) in- 
service teachers representing the As­
sociation, two (2) State educational 
officers from the Office of Instructional 
Services, and one (1) State educational 
officer from the School Libraries and 
Instructional Materials Branch of the 
Office of Library Services.
The State Faculty Committee shall meet 
and confer for the purpose of exchang­
ing information and ideas on current 
and new projects relating to instruc­
tional and school library program de­
velopment and evaluation. An annual 
joint committee report may be sub­
mitted to the Board of Education with 
a copy to the Association.
The Association and Employer agree 
that the State Faculty Committee shall 
serve in an advisory and consultative 
capacity only and that the proceedings 
and reports of the committee are not 
grievable. The primary objective is to 
provide a structure for the open discus­
sion of problems concerning the in­
structional program for the children of 
Hawaii without regard to the self- 
interest of either party.
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The State Faculty Committee shall 
meet at a mutually determined place 
and at mutually agreed times other than 
the regular work hours of the teacher 
representatives. As Association repre­
sentatives, the teachers shall not receive 
any extra compensation from the Em­
ployer.
ARTICLE X TEACHER 
PROTECTION
A. The Employer shall provide legal coun­
sel for teachers who are sued for actions 
taken by them in the course of their 
employment and within the scope of 
their duties and responsibilities.
The teacher against whom such civil 
action or proceeding is brought shall 
deliver within five (5) calendar days 
after date of service or knowledge of 
service as determined by the Attorney 
General, all process or complaint served 
upon him or an attested true copy there­
of to his immediate superior who shall 
promptly furnish copies of pleadings 
and process therein to the Attorney 
General.
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When the Employer has determined 
that a teacher is being sued for actions 
taken by them inthecourseoftheirem- 
ployment and within the scope of their 
duties and responsibilities as noted in 
Section A, paragraph 1 above, the At­
torney General or his designee will 
meet and explain legal procedures to 
the teacher.
B. Teachers shall not be required to work 
under unsafe or hazardous conditions 
or to perform tasks which imminently 
endanger their health or safety.
When any teacher believes that an un­
safe or hazardous condition exists, the 
teacher shall immediately inform the 
principal or other immediate supervisor 
who shall take appropriate action.
When any teacher believes that the per­
sonal safety of his students or his per­
son is jeopardized or endangered, he 
shall inform the principal who shall 
take appropriate action.
By October 31, the school administrator 
and faculty of each school shall meet 
to discuss the development of an emer­
gency plan for aiding teachers who have 
potentially harmful situations occurring
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in their classrooms/work areas. The 
principal shall give due consideration 
to faculty suggestions in developing 
the emergency plan.
C. Teachers shall immediately report cases 
of theft/damage of their property, phys­
ical assault and battery suffered by 
them in connection with their employ­
ment, to their principal or other immedi­
ate supervisor, who in turn shall prompt­
ly notify the police if so requested by 
the teacher.
Priority consideration shall be given in 
the repair and replacement of equip­
ment and supplies which are damaged 
or vandalized.
Teachers who work after hours shall 
have access to a telephone for emer­
gency use provided that such access 
shall preserve the security of school 
property and shall not require expendi­
ture of additional funds.
The Employer shall reimburse accord­
ing to a reimbursement schedule for 
personal clothing (excluding acces­
sories and footwear), prescriptive 
glasses (excluding the cost of eye 
examinations), and wristwatches mali­
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ciously damaged or destroyed by an­
other person while the teacher is acting 
without negligence, within the scope of 
his duties and responsibilities, and in 
the course of his employment.
The Employer shall develop a proce­
dure and a reimbursement schedule in 
consultation with the Association be­
fore the beginning of the 1977-78 
school year.
D. Any serious complaint or any repeated 
minor complaint including anonymous 
complaints concerning a teacher shall 
be reported immediately to the teacher 
by the supervisor receiving the com­
plaint. The use of complaints and the 
filing of said complaints shall be cov­
ered by Article VIII, Section E.
Any teacher against whom a serious 
complaint has been filed will have the 
opportunity to meet with the complain­
ants). At the teacher’s request, the 
supervisor shall be present at such a 
meeting. The supervisor shall call the 
complainant(s) for a meeting at a mu­
tually acceptable time by the teacher, 
the complainant(s) and the supervisor.
E. If a teacher’s presence is required at a
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conference where a private attorney is 
in attendance, the teacher may request 
legal representation from the Attorney 
General's office.
No recording device shall be used nor 
a transcription taken without the knowl­
edge of the teacher at conferences.
Teachers may request the use of ad­
ministrative facilities for the purposes 
of holding conferences involving out­
side personnel.
F. Except as provided for in Article IV, 
Section B, requests by non-school per­
sonnel or students not enrolled in that 
school to visit a teacher’s classroom/ 
work area shall be granted by the prin­
cipal or other immediate supervisor 
only in an emergency or when no other 
arrangement can be made as deter­
mined by the principal or other immedi­
ate supervisor. Reasonable effort will 
be made to notify the teacher of visitors 
prior to sending them to the classroom/ 
work area.
Reasonable effort will be made to con­
fine the visits of police officers and/or 
officers of the court to the administra­
tive building. They shall be sent directly
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to a teacher’s classroom/work area only 
in the case of an emergency or when 
the circumstances are beyond the con­
trol of the principal or other immediate 
supervisor. In the case of an emer­
gency, and when no other arrange­
ments can be made, faculty members 
may be assigned to supervise students 
while teachers confer with police offi­
cers and/or officers of the court.
The Employer shall take appropriate 
steps to remove any known unautho­
rized persons from school campuses.
G. When students are sent home from 
school or are not required to attend due 
to emergencies, which endanger health 
or safety, teachers will not be required 
to remain at, nor report to, said schools.
H. The principal and other administrators 
shall comply with any reasonable re­
quest from the teacher for information 
in their possession relating to the as­
sault upon the teacher requesting the 
information.
I. The Employer shall pay reasonable 
costs for medical, surgical or hospital 
services, but only to the extent not cov­
ered by Kaiser, HMSA or Workers’ Com­
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pensation benefits, in the event a teach­
er is assaulted while performing duties 
within the scope of his authority and 
while following rules and regulations 
established by the Employer. No medi­
cal, surgical or hospital payment will be 
provided for actions involving Associa­
tion activity, misconduct, and unautho­
rized activity, or if the assault was 
provoked by the injured teacher.
J. If a parent-teacher conference extends 
beyond working hours, reasonable pre­
caution will be taken to insure that a 
school building is not secured without 
the teacher’s knowledge.
K. A descriptive brochure and claim forms 
for the Criminal Injuries Compensation 
Act shall be made available in each 
school office.
ARTICLE XI STUDENT 
DISCIPLINE
A. The Employer recognizes his responsi­
bility to give all reasonable support and 
assistance to teachers with respect to 
the maintenance of control and disci­
pline in the schools.
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A definition of the teachers’ duties and 
responsibilities and administrative fol­
low-up pertaining to student behavior 
shall be reduced to writing by the 
Superintendent and presented to each 
teacher at the start of each school year.
In order to facilitate his support, the 
principal shall meet with his faculty at 
the beginning of the school year but 
not later than October 1 for the pur­
poses of presenting and discussing 
with the faculty the guidelines for stu­
dent behavior and administrative fol­
low-up in the schools. The principal 
shall give due consideration to faculty 
suggestions in developing the school 
level guidelines.
B. When in the judgment of a teacher, a 
student requires attention of the princi­
pal, a counselor, a psychologist or other 
specialist, he shall so inform his princi­
pal or immediate supervisor. The prin­
cipal or immediate supervisor shall 
meet as soon as possible with the 
teacher and an appropriate specialist 
to discuss the problem and to decide 
upon appropriate steps for its resolu­
tion. However, teachers should not be 
expected to assume ongoing responsi­
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bility for students who require attention 
of such specialist and the principal will 
take reasonable steps to relieve teach­
ers of responsibilities with respect to 
such students.
C. After exhausting all means and proce­
dures available, a teacher may refer a 
pupil from a class to the principal when 
the grossness of the offense, the persis­
tence of the mibehavior or the disruptive 
effect of the violation makes the contin­
ued presence of the student in the class­
room intolerable. In such cases, the 
teacher will furnish the principal, as 
promptly as his teaching obligation will 
allow, the full particulars of the incident. 
Such report will be reduced to written 
form and submitted to the principal as 
promptly as possible. The school prin­
cipal shall take the steps necessary to 
solve the problem. Should his decision 
include the readmittance of the student 
to the class, the teacher shall be notified 
in writing of the conditions under which 
the readmittance is granted.
If there are additional violations of the 
conditions of readmission, a teacher 
may suspend the student from that 
classroom. The justification forthesus-
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pension shall be submitted to the prin­
cipal in writing as promptly as possible.
If such a student is subsequently re­
assigned to another classroom by the 
principal, the receiving teacher shall be 
notified of the suspension and may re­
quest information regarding the rea­
son^) for the suspension.
D. Reasonable physical force may be used 
by a teacher to protect himself or an­
other teacher and/or student from pos­
sible injury, or in an extraordinary case 
of breach of discipline, to restrain a dis­
ruptive student, provided the force is 
reasonable under the circumstances 
and provided the teacher has followed 
all instructions and rules established 
by the Employer, and covered by the 
definition of teachers’ duties and re­
sponsibilities pertaining to student 
behavior.
ARTICLE XII LEAVES
Leave policies provided for in the 5400 
series of Administrative Regulations and 
applicable State statutes which were in 
effect on the execution date of this agree­
ment shall remain in full force and effect for
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the duration of this Agreement except as 
hereinafter provided:
A. LEAVE WITHOUT PAY 
FOR CHILD CARE
Leave without pay for child care may 
be granted to bargaining unit members 
as provided for in Regulation #5401 of 
the School Code.
B MISCELLANEOUS LONG-TERM 
LEAVES WITHOUT PAY
1. Political Campaigning Leave. Politi­
cal Campaigning Leave may be 
granted for up to an entire school 
year to teachers for the purpose of 
campaigning as a candidate for any 
political office. This leave may not 
be extended.
2. Association Leave. Teachers who are 
officers of the Hawaii State Teachers 
Association or are appointed to its 
staff or elected officers of the Na­
tional Education Association may be 
granted a leave of absence for the 
entire school year, and such leave 
may be extended for one (1) addi­
tional school year. This leave guar­
antees the teacher return to the for­
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mer school at the beginning of the 
school year following the leave. If 
the leave is extended beyond one 
year, guarantee shall be to the dis­
trict only.
C. PERSONAL LEAVE WITH PAY
The Employer shall grant up to two (2) 
personal leave days with full pay per 
school year which may be used for per­
sonal business which can be transacted 
o n ly  during the school hours. Such 
personal leave shall be charged against 
the teacher’s sick leave. A teacher de­
siring to use such leave shall give at 
least twenty-four (24) hours advance 
notice except in emergencies. Such 
personal leave shall not be cumulative.
D LEAVE FOR JURY OR WITNESS DUTY
1. A bargaining unit member, if sum­
moned to serve as a witness or juror 
in any judicial proceedings except 
those which may involve or arise out 
of the bargaining unit member’s out­
side employment or personal busi­
ness shall be entitled to leave of 
absence with pay.
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2. A bargaining unit member who 
serves as a witness or juror and who 
receives a fee or mileage allowance 
shall not suffer the loss of such 
monies or have it offset against the 
member’s salary account.
3. A bargaining unit member called to 
serve as a witness in a case which 
may involve or arise out of the mem­
ber’s outside employment or per­
sonal business shall not be entitled 
to leave of absence with pay as pro­
vided in paragraph 1 above, provided 
that the member shall be entitled to 
take leave of absence without pay or 
personal leave (if available).
E. All leaves without pay may be extended 
for one semester or one year. Employ­
ees who extend their leaves shall not 
be guaranteed to their former schools 
and shall be assigned to appropriate 
positions within their own district if 
such positions are available. If positions 
are not available in their own district, 
they may be assigned to appropriate 
positions in another district(s).
Requests to extend leaves shall be re­
ceived by the Department of Education
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at least thirty (30) days prior to the end 
of the semester or at the appropriate 
time for submitting the Form 101. 
Although the leaves mentioned above 
may be extended, none of those leaves 
may be followed by another leave.
If the requirements for a leave without 
pay for professional improvement are 
not met, the leave will be handled as 
other leaves without pay.
F. Bargaining unit personnel who wish to 
attend Department of Education or 
State of Hawaii sanctioned or spon­
sored educational conferences, semi­
nars or meetings may receive leaves 
with pay not to exceed three (3) school 
days. Teachers shall apply for this 
through the normal leave procedure 
and/or out-of-state travel procedure.
G. The Employer shall grant sabbatical 
leaves as provided for in the 5400 series 
for no less than fifty (50) bargaining 
unit members.
A sabbatical leave may be followed by 
another leave carrying with it the ap­
propriate guarantee. A sabbatical leave 
cannot be extended.
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If the requirements for a sabbatical 
leave are not met, the leave will be han­
dled as other leaves without pay.
The Employer shall meet and confer 
with the Association to discuss the sab­
batical leave selection criteria. The 
sabbatical leave selection criteria shall 
be posted in every school or adminis­
trative unit.
A bargaining unit member not granted 
a sabbatical leave shall be given, if 
he/she requests, a written explanation.
A bargaining unit member on sabbat­
ical leave shall receive the pay to which 
entitled during the months of July and 
August.
Items not specifically covered in these pro­
visions or other portions of the collective 
bargaining agreement but covered in the 
School Code and/or letters of understand­
ing between the parties shall remain in full 
force and effect.
ARTICLE XIII ACADEMIC 
FREEDOM
The parties seek to educate young people 
in the democratic tradition, to inspire mean-
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irigful awareness of and respect for the 
Constitution and the Bill of Rights, to instill 
appreciation of the value of individual per­
sonality and to foster a recognition of indi­
vidual freedom and social responsibility. It 
is recognized that these democratic values 
can best be transmitted in an atmosphere 
which is conducive to inquiry and learning 
and in which academic freedom forteacher 
and student is encouraged.
Academic freedom shall be guaranteed to 
teachers and they shall be encouraged to 
study, investigate, present and interpret 
objectively facts and ideas concerning man, 
society, the physical and biological world, 
and other branches of learning subject to 
established courses of study.
ARTICLE XIV PAYROLL 
DEDUCTIONS
A. Any teacher who is a member of the 
Association, or who has applied for 
membership, may sign and deliver to 
the Employer an assignment authoriz­
ing deduction of membership dues in 
the Association, including the National 
Education Association and the Hawaii 
Education Association. Such authori­
se
zation shall continue in effect from year 
to year unless revoked in writing be­
tween June 1 and September 1 of any 
year. Pursuant to such authorization, 
the Employer shall deduct one twenty- 
fourth (1/24) of such dues from each 
semi-monthly check of teachers.
B. The Employer shall promptly remit all 
sums deducted pursuant to Section A 
above to the Hawaii State Teachers 
Association accompanied by a list of all 
teachers for which dues are remitted, 
and the amounts deducted for each 
and other information as presently pro­
vided. The Association agrees to 
promptly advise the Employer of all 
members of the Association in good 
standing from time to time and to fur­
nish other information needed by the 
Employer to fulfill the provisions of this 
Article, and not otherwise available to 
the Employer.
Upon issuance and transmission of 
a check to the Association, the Employ­
er’s responsibility shall cease with re­
spect to deductions covered thereby. 
The Employer shall not be bound in any 
manner to see to the application of the 
proceeds of any check, to investigate
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the authority of any Association officer 
to certify the amount of dues to be de­
ducted, or to accept or collect any 
check.
C. The Association hereby undertakes to 
indemnify and hold the Employer harm­
less from all claims against it for or on 
account of any deductions made from 
the wages of a teacher pursuant to 
Article XIV (Payroll Deductions), Sec­
tions A and B of this Agreement.
ARTICLE XV DEPARTMENT AND 
GRADE LEVEL CHAIRMEN
A. The teachers in each department or 
grade level shall recommend in writing 
the names of candidates for the posi­
tion of chairman. If the educational 
officer does not select any of the pro­
posed candidates he will, if requested, 
explain in writing the reason for his 
selection to the teachers in the depart­
ment or grade level involved.
B. When a principal desires to fill a depart­
ment or grade level chairman position 
but finds no acceptable candidate who 
is willing to accept the position, then he 
shall make the assignment on a fair and
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equitable basis with proper regard for 
job and skill requirements. In making 
such assignment, the principal shall 
give fair consideration to any objections 
to the assignment based on the fact that 
it may impair the health and/or safety of 
or cause undue personal hardship to 
the individual. Department or grade 
level chairmanship candidates who 
have objections to accepting such as­
signments shall have the right to give 
their written objections to the principal 
and have it placed on file.
C. A department or grade level chairman 
shall coordinate, plan, budget and as­
sist his or her department or grade level 
as follows:
1. Coordination
a. Coodinates the work of all teach­
ers, including substitute teachers 
within his or her department or 
grade level.
b. Acts as liaison between the ad­
ministration and his or her depart­
ment or grade level.
c. Consults with teachers on cur­
riculum implementation and im­
provement.
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d. Coordinates the ordering and dis­
semination of books and period­
icals with the librarian.
e. Consults with counselors on stu­
dent problems involving the de­
partment or grade level.
f. Consults with other department 
heads to improve the total instruc­
tional program.
g. Consults with other schools and 
upper level educational institu­
tions for the purpose of articula­
tion and curriculum improvement.
h. Represents the department at 
meetings which are scheduled by 
the school, State or District.
2. Planning
a. Recommends innovations in 
teaching methods, aids or train­
ing.
b. Conducts regular departmental 
meetings to discuss problem pol­
icies, procedures, etc.
c. Recommends curriculum  and 
school improvements to admin­
istration.
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3. Budgeting
a. Assumes leadership for the devel­
opment of department or grade 
level budget and expenditure 
plans.
b. Assumes leadership in ordering 
supplies and equipment for his or 
her department or grade level.
c. Assumes leadership of maintain­
ing inventories of supplies and 
equipment.
4. Others
a. Orients new teachers and substi­
tutes as to duties and responsi­
bilities.
b. Assists teachers with instruc­
tional problems within his or her 
department or grade level.
c. Assists in the subject assignment 
amongst teachers in his or her 
department or grade level.
d. Performs such other tasks as as­
signed by the principal that are 
reasonable and related to his or 
her duties as department or grade 
level chairman.
D. Department Chairman (Secondary).
With the concurrence of the majority of
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the teachers in the department, one j 
daily, non-teaching period, in addition 
to a preparation period, shall be sched­
uled for the department chairman. The 
additional non-teaching period shall be 
used exclusively for fulfilling the duties 
and responsibilities of the department 
chairman.
E. Grade Level Chairman (Elementary). 
Grade level chairmen shall not be as­
signed campus supervision during their 
regular seven-hour work day. Grade 
level chairmen will not be required to 
serve on non-curriculum activities.
F. The department and grade level chair­
men differential shall be as provided for 
in Article XVII, D.
ARTICLE XVI WORK YEAR
The work year for bargaining unit employ­
ees shall be as previously established and 
shall be no more than one hundred eighty 
(180) days; one (1) day of which shall be 
without students at the beginning of the 
school year and one (1) day of which shall 
be without students at the end of the school 
year.
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Bargaining unit personnel shall have one 
day set aside for Teacher Institute Day.
The Employer shall not schedule nor re­
quire work to be performed on any of the 
following holidays:
1. Labor Day 8. New Year's Day
2. Discoverer's Day 9. President's Day
3. Veterans’ Day 10. Kuhio Day
4. General Election Day 11. Good Friday
5. Thanksgiving Day 12. Memorial Day
6. Day after Thanksgiving 13. Kamehameha Day
7. Christmas Day
Vacations for bargaining unit personnel 
shall be the day after Thanksgiving; two (2) 
weeks at Christmas, one (1) week in the 
Spring.
The work year for bargaining unit members 
shall not extend beyond Kamehameha Day.
Employees who are requested by the Em­
ployer to work and agree to perform such 
| work during their winter or spring vacations 
’ shall be compensated for such work at their 
ji regular rate of pay.
Employees who are requested by the Em­
ployer and agree to perform work for the 
■ Department of Education during the period 
beginning with the ending of the teaching 
I year in June and ending with the beginning 
of the new teaching year in September of
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the following school year will be paid their 
regular rate for the work performed. 
Bargaining unit personnel shall be com­
pensated for any work he/she performs on 
a voluntary basis during his/her vacations 
and time off during the summer at 1/180 
times (*) his/her annual salary for each day 
worked. Provided, however, that librarians 
and registrars shall be provided extra com­
pensation for such work only when it ex­
ceeds the work obligation for which they 
receive a pay differential.
ARTICLE XVII SALARIES
A. Subject to the approval of the respective 
legislative bodies, effective September 
1, 1979, the salary schedule in effect on 
August 31, 1979, shall be amended to 
reflect an across-the-board salary ad­
justment of seven percent (7%) plus 
twenty dollars ($20) per month, the 
seven percent (7%) to be calculated 
first. The salary schedule as modified 
herein shall be designated as Exhibit 
A-1 and the salary of every bargaining 
unit employee shall be determined as 
follows:
1. Any employee compensated on Au­
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g ust 31,1979 at any step i n the salary 
schedule in effect on August 31,1979 
shall be assigned to the correspond­
ing step of said employee’s salary 
range in the salary schedule desig­
nated as Exhibit A-1.
2. Any employee whose salary on Au­
gust 31,1979 falls between two steps 
of the salary schedule shall have said 
employee’s rate of compensation 
increased by seven percent (7%) 
plus twenty dollars ($20) per month, 
the seven percent (7%) to be calcu­
lated first.
3. Any employee whose salary on Au­
gust 31, 1979 exceeds the maximum 
step of the employee’s salary range 
shall have said employee’s rate of 
compensation increased by seven 
percent (7%) plus twenty dollars 
($20) per month, the seven percent 
(7%) to be calculated first.
B. Subject to the approval of the respective 
legislative bodies, effective September 
1, 1980, Exhibit A-1 shall be amended 
to reflect an across-the-board salary 
adjustment of seven percent (7%) plus 
twenty dollars ($20) per month, the
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seven percent (7%) to be calculated 
first. Such amended schedule shall be 
designated as Exhibit A-2, and the sal­
ary of every bargaining unit employee 
shall be determined as follows:
1. Any employee compensated on 
August 31, 1980 at any step in the 
salary schedule shown as Exhibit 
A-1 shall be assigned to the corres­
ponding step of said employee’s 
salary range in the salary schedule 
designated as Exhibit A-2.
2. Any employee whose salary on Au­
gust 31,1980 falls between two steps 
of the salary schedule shall have said 
employee's rate of compensation in­
creased by seven percent (7%) plus 
twenty dollars ($20) per month, the 
seven percent (7%) to be calculated 
first.
3. Any employee whose salary on 
August 31, 1980 exceeds the maxi­
mum step of the employee’s salary 
range shall have said employee’s rate 
of compensation increased by seven 
percent (7%) plus twenty dollars 
($20) per month, the seven percent 
(7%) to be calculated first.
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C. The State funded portion of the existing 
supplementary pay schedule shall be 
increased by forty dollars ($40.00) and 
shall remain in effect for the duration of 
this Agreement. Categories on the exist­
ing supplementary pay schedule pres­
ently not receiving State funds will not 
be affected by this increase.
D. No in-service credit will be required as 
a condition of receiving an incremental 
or longevity salary increase.
E. No teacher shall be denied a salary in­
crement as provided by statute without 
proper cause.
F. The base salaries covered by this Agree­
ment are set forth in the existing salary 
schedule, Appendix I, which is attached 
hereto, and incorporated in this Agree­
ment. Such salary schedule shall re­
main in effect during the term of this 
Agreement except as provided in Sec­
tions A and B above.
G. All increases provided for in this Article 
shall be subject to prior approval by the 
appropriate legislative body as pro­
vided for by statute.
H. All current salary schedules, differen­
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tials and supplementary pay schedules 
as amended will remain in effect until 
August 31, 1981.
ARTICLE XVIII NO STRIKE
The Association agrees that during the term 
of this Agreement, neither the Association 
nor its members will authorize, instigate or 
engage in a strike, sitdown, slowdown, or 
picket against the Employer during the life 
of this Agreement, except as provided for 
in Article XXIII, Duration.
ARTICLE XIX MISCELLANEOUS
A. If any provisions of this Agreement or 
any application thereof to any teacher 
or group of teachers is held contrary to 
law by a court of competent jurisdic­
tion, such provisions or application will 
not be deemed valid and subsisting, 
except to the extent permitted by law, 
but all other provisions or applications 
will continue in full force and effect. The 
parties will meet not later than twenty 
(20) days after any such holding for the 
purpose of attempting to legalize the 
provisions affected.
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B. Any individual contract between the 
Employer and an individual teacher 
shall be expressly made subject to, and 
consistent with, the terms of this 
Agreement.
C. Except where contrary to law, this 
Agreement shall supersede any rules, 
regulations or practices of the Em­
ployer which shall be contrary to or 
inconsistent with this Agreement.
ARTICLE XX MAINTENANCE OF 
BENEFITS
A. Except as modified herein, teachers 
shall retain all rights, benefits and privi­
leges pertaining to their conditions of 
employment contained in the School 
Code at the time of the execution of 
this Agreement.
B. Subject to the foregoing paragraph, 
nothing contained herein shall be inter­
preted as interfering with the Employer’s 
right to make, amend, revise or delete 
any portion of the School Code; pro­
vided, however, that the Association 
shall be consulted on any changes to 
be made.
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ARTICLE XXI RELEASE TIME
A. The parties have agreed that Act 212, 
SLH, 1971, shall be administered by the 
parties as including time off with pay 
for all teachers, including committee 
members and grievance representa­
tives; with the approval of the Associa­
tion, for the following purposes:
1. Participation in collective bargaining 
including contract administration 
activities, grievance handling and 
processing, arbitration processing 
and Association training sessions for 
any of these activities.
2. Participation in meetings, confer­
ences, and training sessions con­
ducted by the Association or the 
National Education Association.
B. The maximum allowable release time 
with pay shall be limited to four hundred 
(400) total days for the school year 
1979-80; and six hundred (600) total 
days for the school year 1980-81. The 
total maximum cost to the Employer for
1979- 80 shall be $18,996; and the total 
maximum cost to the Employer for
1980- 81 shall be $31,062.
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Additional release time with pay of up 
to fifty (50) total days per year for bar­
gaining unit members who do not re­
quire substitutes shall be allowed.
C. No additional pay shall be given to indi­
viduals for days they would not other­
wise be working such as vacations, 
holidays and weekends.
ARTICLE XXII ENTIRETY CLAUSE
This document contains the entire agree­
ment between the parties and no other 
agreement, representation or understand­
ing will be binding on the parties unless 
made in writing by mutual consent of both 
parties.
ARTICLE XXIII DURATION
This Agreement shall become effective as 
of July 1. 1979. and remain in effect to and 
inniuiiinn .innp 30 1QR1 except that Article 
XVII, Salaries, shall remain in effect until 
August 31, 1981. It shall be renewed there­
after in accordance with the statutes unless 
either party hereto shall give written notice 
during the period October 1, 1980, and 
October 31, 1980, to the other party of its 
desire to modify, amend or terminate the
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Agreement. Prior to the first formal bargain­
ing meeting, the parties will exchange com­
plete specific proposals. Negotiations shall 
commence by November 15, 1980.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto, 
by their authorized representatives, have 
executed this Agreement this 4th day of 
January, 1980.
STATE OF HAWAII HAWAII STATE
BOARD OF EDUCATION TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
\
<T&-----
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APPENDICES AND MEMORANDA
EXHIBIT A-1
YRS. OF
EXP. CLASS I CLASS II CLASS III CLASS IV CLASS V CLASS VI
TEACHERS SALARY SCHEDULE
ANNUAL 1979-80
(Steps) Range 1 Range 3 Range 5 Range 6 Range 7 Range 8
1 T01-1 10,233 T03-1 11,057 T05-1 11,967 T06-1 12,456 T07-1 12,968 T08-1 13,506
2 T01-2 10,637 T03-2 11,502 T05-2 12,456 T06-2 12,968 T07-2 13,506 T08-2 14,072
T71-2 10,875 T73-2 11,699 T75-2 12,609 T76-2 13,098 T77-2 13,610 T78-2 14,148
3 T01-3 11,057 T03-3 11,967 T05-3 12,968 T06-3 13,506 T07-3 14,072 T08-3 14,665
T71-3 11,279 T73-3 12,144 775-3 13,098 T76-3 13,610 T77-3 14,148 T78-3 14,714
T81-3 11,305 T83-3 12,173 T85-3 13,128 T86-3 13,640 T87-3 14,182 T88-3 14,744
4 T01-4 11,502 T03-4 12,456 T05-4 13,506 T06-4 14,072 T07-4 14,665 T08-4 15,289
T71-4 11,699 773-4 12,609 T75-4 13,610 776-4 14,148 T77-4 14,714 T78-4 15,307
T81-4 11,733 T83-4 12,640 T85-4 13,640 T86-4 14,182 T87-4 14,744 T88-4 15,341
5 T01-5 11,967 T03-5 12,968 T05-5 14,072 T06-5 14,665 T07-5 15,289 T08-5 15,943
T71-5 12,144 T73-5 13,098 T75-5 14,148 776-5 14,714 T77-5 15,307
T81-5 12,173 T83-5 13,128 T85-5 14,182 T86-5 14,744 T87-5 15,341 T88-5 15,961
6 T01-6 12,456 T03-6 13,506 T05-6 14,665 T06-6 15,289 T07-6 15,943 T08-6 16,631
T71-6 12,609 T73-6 13,610 T75-6 14,714 T76-6 15,307
T81-6 12,640 T83-6 13,640 T85-6 14,744 T86-6 15,341 T87-6 15,961
7 T01-7 12,968 T03-7 14,072 T05-7 15,289 T06-7 15,943 T07-7 16,631 T08-7 17,352
771*7 13,098 T73-7 14,148 T75-7 15,307
T81-7 13,128 T83-7 14,182 T85-7 15,341 T86-7 15,961
8 T01-8 13,506 T03-8 14,665 T05-8 15,943 T06-8 16,631 T07-8 17,352 T08-8 18,111
T71-8 13,610 T73-8 14,714
T81-8 13,640 T83-8 14,744 T85-8 15,961
9 T01-9 14,072 T03-9 15,289 T05-9 16,631 T06-9 17,352 T07-9 18,111 T08-9 18,907
T71-9 14,148 T73-9 15,307
T81-9 14,182 T83-9 15,341
CLASS VII 
Range 9 
T09-1 14,072
T09-2 14,665 
T79-2 14,714 
T09-3  15,289  
T79-3  15,307  
T89-3  15,341 
T09-4 1 5,943
T89-4  15,961 
T09-5  16,631
T09-6  17,352
T09-7  18,111
T09-8  18,907
T09-9  19,741
T01L1 14,665 T03L1 15,943 T05L1 17,352 T06L1
T71L1 14,714
T81L1 14,744 T83L1 15,961
T01L2 15,289 T03L2 16,631 T05L2 18,111 T06L2
T71L2 15,307
T81L2 15,341
T01L3 15,943 T03L3 17,352 T05L3 18,907 T06L3
T81L3 15,961
T01L4 16,631 T03L4 18,111 T05L4 19,741 T06L4
T71L4 17,349 T73L4 18,903 T75L4 20,613 T76L4
T81L4 18,098 T83L4 19,729 T85L4 21,524 T86L4
18,111 T07L1 18,907 T08L1 19,741 T09L1 20,619
18,907 T07L2 19,741 T08L2 20,619 T09L2 21,540
19,741 T07L3 20,619 T08L3 21,540 T09L3 22,507
20,619 T07L4 21,540 T08L4 22,507 T09L4 23,523
21,536 T77L4 22,503 T78L4 23,519 T79L4 24,585
22,494 T87L4 23,509 T88L4 24,576 T89L4 25,695
YRS. OF 
EXP. 
(Step*)
TEACHERS SALARY SCHEDULE
ANNUAL 1980-81 EXHIBIT A-2
8
CLASS I 
Range 1
CLASS II 
Range 3
CLASS III 
Range 5
CLASS IV 
Range 6
CLASS V 
Range 7
CLASS VI 
Range 8
CLASS VII 
Range 9
1 T01-1 11,190 T03-1 12,071 T05-1 13,045 T06-1 13,568 T07-1 14,116 T08-1 14,691 T09-1 15,297
2 T01-2 11,622 T03-2 12,547 T05-2 13,568 T05-2 14,116 T07-2 14,691 T08-2 15,297 TOO-2 15,932
T71-2 11,877 T73-2 12,758 T75-2 13,732 T76-2 14,255 T77-2 14,803 T78-2 15,378 T79-2 15,984
3 T01-3 12,071 T03-3 13,045 T05-3 14,116 T06-3 14,691 T07-3 15,297 T08-3 15,932 TOO-3 16,600
T71-3 12,308 T73-3 13,234 T75-3 14,255 T76-3 14,803 T77-3 15,378 T78-3 15,984 T70-3 16,619
T81-3 12,337 T83-3 13,265 T85-3 14,288 T86-3 14,835 T87-3 15,414 T88-3 16,017 T80-3 16,655
4 T01-4 12,547 T03-4 13,568 T05-4 14,691 T06-4 15,297 T07-4 15,932 T08-4 16,600 T00-4 17,299
T71-4 12,758 T73-4 13,732 T75-4 14,803 T76-4 15,378 T77-4 15,984 T78-4 16,619
T81-4 12,794 T83-4 13,765 T85-4 14,835 T86-4 15,414 T87-4 16,017 T88-4 16,655 T89-4 17,319
5 T01-5 13,045 T03-5 14,116 T05-5 15,297 T06-5 15,932 T07-5 16,600 T08-5 17,299 TOO-5 18,035
T71-5 13,234 T73-5 14,255 T75-5 15,378 T76-5 15,984 T77-5 16,619
T81-5 13,265 T83-5 14,288 T85-5 15,414 T86-5 16,017 T87-5 16,655 T88-5 17,319
6 T01-6 13,568 T03-6 14,691 T05-6 15,932 T06-6 16,600 T07-6 17,299 T08-6 18,035 TOO-6 18,807
T71-6 13,732 T73-6 14,803 T75-6 15,984 T76-6 16,619
T81-6 13,765 T83-6 14,835 T85-6 16,017 T86-6 16,655 T87-6 17,319
7 T01-7 14,116 T03-7 15,297 T05-7 16,600 T06-7 17,299 T07-7 18,035 T08-7 18,807 TOO-7 19,619
T71-7 14,255 T73-7 15,378 T75-7 16,619
T81-7 14,288 T83-7 15,414 T85-7 16,655 T86-7 17,319
8 T01-8 14,691 T03-8 15,932 T05-8 17,299 T06-8 18,035 T07-8 18,807 T08-8 19,619 TOO-8 20,471
T71-8 14,803 T73-8 15,984
T81-8 14,835 T83-8 16,017 T85-8 17,319
9 T01-9 15,297 T03-9 16,600 T05-9 18,035 T06-9 18,807 T07-9 19,619 T08-9 20,417 TOO-9 21,363
T71-9 15,378 T73-9 16,619
T81-9 15,414 T83-9 16,655
L1 T01L1
T71L1
T81L1
15,932
15,984
16,017
T03L1
T83L1
17,299
17,319
T05L1 18,807 T06L1 19,619 T07L1 20,471 T08L1 21,363 T09L1 22,302
L2 T01L2
T71L2
T81L2
16,600
16,619
16,655
T03L2 18,035 T05L2 19,619 T06L2 20,471 T07L2 21,363 T08L2 22,302 T09L2 23.288
L3 T01L3
T81L3
17,299
17,319
T03L3 18,807 T05L3 20,471 T06L3 21,363 T07L3 22,302 T08L3 23,288 T09L3 24,323
L4 T01L4 18,035 T03L4 19,619 T05L4 21,363 T06L4 22,302 T07L4 23,288 T08L4 24,323 T09L4 25,410
T71L4 18,804 T73L4 20,466 T75L4 22,296 T76L4 23,284 T77L4 24,318 T78L4 25,405 T79L4 26,546
T81L4 19,605 T83L4 21,351 T85L4 23,271 T86L4 24,309 T87L4 25,395 T88L4 26,536 T89L4 27,734
o
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Appendix
HAWAII STATE TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
2828 Paa St., S u ite  3150 
H ono lu lu , Hawaii 96819
STEP 
1 □ 
2 0  
3 0
Grievance Form
Instructions tor Employee: Complete the form. Retain one (1) copy (goldenrod) and 
submit two (2) copies to  Association and three (3) copies to 
the appropriate supervisor.
TO: _______________________________________________________________________
(Appropriate Supervisor) (Position/School/Office) (District)
FROM: ___________________________________________________________________
(Name of Grievant) (Position) (School/Office)
In accordance with Article V. Grievance Procedure of the Agreement between 
the State of Hawaii, Board of Education and the Hawaii State Teachers Associa­
tion. a formal grievance is hereby sumitted:
STATEMENT OF GRIEVANCE:
Date alleged violation first became known
or date(s) of subsequent alleged violation(s): ______________________________
1. Nature of grievance (Briefly state pertinent facts)
2. Specific term or provision of the Agreement allegedly violated
3 Complete this section, if grievance is filed at Step 2 or Step 3.
Specific portion of the prior decision being appealed:
REMEDY SOUGHT:
(Signature of Grievant) (Date Filed) (Receiving parties initials) (Date Received)
(Signature of Association Grievance Rep/
Assoc Field Representative, if applicable) Immediate Supervisor (Principal)
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APPENDIX III ADDENDUM A
The Association understands that the De­
partment is not obligated to incur capitol 
improvement program expenditures as the 
result of the Agreement between the Asso­
ciation and the Department of Education 
dated March 1, 1975.
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STATE OF HAWAII 
BOARD OF EDUCATION 
and
HAWAII STATE 
TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
This Memorandum of Understanding is 
entered into this day of December 7, 1974 
by and between the State of Hawaii, Board 
of Education and the Hawaii State Teach­
ers Association.
Both parties mutually agreed that: 1) The 
Employer will present to the 1975-76 Legis­
lature the Basic Staffing Study and the 
Foundation Program for implementation 
through the normal administrative process. 
2) The Association will support the Em­
ployer’s Legislative proposals for the above 
mentioned programs.
In witness whereof, the parties hereto 
have executed this Memorandum of Under­
standing the day and year first written 
above.
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
Between
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STATE OF HAWAII 
BOARD OF EDUCATION 
and
HAWAII STATE 
TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
This Memorandum of Understanding is 
entered in this day of January 13, 1975 by 
and between the State of Hawaii, Board of 
Education and the Hawaii State Teachers 
Association.
Both parties mutually agree to the fol­
lowing:
1. That editorial revisions in the ratifica­
tion copy of the Agreement between 
the State of Hawaii, Board of Educa­
tion and the Hawaii State Teachers 
Association were made and that no 
items were substantively altered;
2. That future memoranda of under­
standing between the State of Hawaii, 
Board of Education and the Hawaii 
State Teachers Association shall be 
printed and disseminated for insertion 
in the School Code, Certificated Per­
sonnel Policies and Regulations (5000
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
Between
m
Series), Negotiation and Bargaining, 
5700 Series.
In witness whereof, the parties hereto 
have executed this Memorandum of Under­
standing the day and year first written 
above.
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STATE OF HAWAII 
BOARD OF EDUCATION 
and
HAWAII
TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
Ttys Memorandum of Understanding is 
entered into this day of January 28,1977 by 
and between the State of Hawaii, Board of 
Education and the Hawaii State Teachers 
Association.
Both parties mutually agree that: 1) The 
Employer will present to the 1978-79 Legis­
lature “A Plan to Improve School and Library 
Environments" (ISLE) for implementation 
through the normal administrative process. 
2) The Association will support the Em­
ployer's legislative proposals for the above 
mentioned program.
In witness whereof, the parties hereto 
have executed this Memorandum of Under­
standing the day and year first written 
above.
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
Between
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STATE OF HAWAII 
BOARD OF EDUCATION 
and
HAWAII STATE 
TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
The Hawaii State Teachers Association and theState 
of Hawaii, Board of Education agree that the Collective 
Bargaining Agreement dated April 1, 1978 through 
June 30,1979, shall be extended in full force and effect 
from July 1, 1979 to August 31, 1979 inclusive.
This MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING is 
signed the 29th day of June 1979.
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
Between
STATE OF HAWAII 
BOARD OF EDUCATION 
and
HAWAII STATE 
TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
The Hawaii State Teachers Association and the State 
of Hawaii, Board of Education agree that the Collective 
Bargaining Agreement dated April 1, 1978 through 
June 30,1979, shall be extended in full force and effect 
from September 1,1979 to September 30,1979 inclusive.
This MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING is 
signed the 31st day of August, 1979.
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
Between
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Unit 5
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
This Memorandum of Agreement by and between 
the State of Hawaii, Board of Education, including the 
Department of Education, hereinafter referred to as 
the Board, and the Hawaii State Teachers Association, 
hereinafter referred to as the Association, shall con­
stitute the basis of settlement on all items of the new 
Collective Bargaining Agreement to be effective for 
the period beginning January 4,1980 to and including 
June 30, 1981, except that Article XVII—Salaries shall 
remain in effect until August 31, 1981.
It is understood that the terms and conditions of 
the Collective Bargaining Agreement for the period 
April 1, 1978 to and including June 30, 1979 shall re­
main unchanged and incorporated into the new Col­
lective Bargaining Agreement except as modified 
below:
Part I. The following modifications shall become 
effective on January 4, 1980:
A. II, C E. VI, AA I. XI, C, para. 2
B. VI, A-4 F. VII, B-4, para. 5 J. XVI, para. 1
C. VI, D G. VII, B-5, para. 1 K. XXIII
D. VI, N H. XI, C, para. 1
Part II. The following modifications shall become 
effective on September 1, 1979:
A. XVII
B. XXI, B
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